Installation Procedure: Frosted Window Film
*IMPORTANT GUIDELINES FOR INSTALLATION—STOP & READ BEFORE INSTALLING
Tools Needed:

Hot water
Squeegee (rubber or flexible with rounded corners)
Non-fraying cloth

Install According To Instructions Only:

The supplier shall provide a complete copy of Murals Your Way’s current installation instructions to the installer prior
to receiving the Window Film. All installations must conform to the Murals Your Way current installation instructions
in order for the Murals Your Way Love It Guarantee™ to apply. If the Window Film is installed in a manner other than
that recommended by Murals Your Way, it is done at the sole risk of the installer and the Murals Your Way Love It
Guarantee™ protections do not apply.

Check Shipment for Accuracy:

All labels shall be checked for accuracy by the installer to ensure that the shipment is received as ordered.
If any discrepancy is found, Murals Your Way should be contacted immediately.

Check Product for Defects:

If no defect is evident before installation, proceed with the installation. After each panel is installed, the material should be
inspected. If any defect is evident at this time (or at any point of the installation) no further material should be applied and
Murals Your Way should be contacted IMMEDIATELY. If there are any questions on the following instructions, contact
your supplier before proceeding.

Window Preparation
Clean Surfaces: All hanging surfaces must be clean, smooth, dry, undamaged, as well as structurally sound. Clean the
window with hot water (no cleaning agents). Dry with a squeegee or a non-fraying cloth.

Hanging Guidelines
It’s time to start hanging your Window Film.
Please make sure to peel the liner off before installing!
1. Do not bend or crease the material because it will induce tunneling or bubbles which may remain after squeegeeing.
Round the corners if you can to prevent dog-earring.
2. Use a fair amount of plain water sprayed onto the glass surface and/or material itself; this will help to eliminate
bubbles. Hint: use water on both sides of the material for easier gliding of the squeegee and pushing the bubbles to exit.
3. Use a rubber or flexible squeegee with rounded corners (as to not scratch the material) and a fair amount of force to 		
push out air bubbles. Start in the center of the material and work your way out to the edges. Frosted window Film
is repositionable.
4. Always wipe and clean the material from the center out as to not catch and damage the edges and corners of the 		
material. Standard window cleaners will not affect the image.
5. Make sure to cut the material to the glass and not leave it riding over the silicone caulking as air can get behind the 		
material. Window Film does not adhere to silicone.
6. Step back and enjoy!

Removal
Start at one corner and simply pull the material down until completely removed. Clean the window as necessary.
If planning to re-install the window film, do not bend back the corners, this may create a crease. It may be difficult to get
the corners to re-stick if a crease has occurred. You can try re-bending it in the opposite direction to flatten. Also, roll up
the material in a loose (not a tight roll) manner.
For further instructions, videos and tips, please visit www.MuralsYourWay.com

